Characters D6 / Wutzek
Name: Wutzek
Homeworld: The Galaxy
Species: Demon
Gender: Male
Mass: none (energy)
Hair color: none
Eye color: none
Skin color: luminous blue white
Dexterity: 4D
Perception: 7D
Knowledge: 7D
Strength: 12D
Mechanical: 2D
Technical: 2D
Special Abilities
Incorporeal: Wutzek is incorporeal, and therefore can
ignore all physical damage. However energy weapons can
disrupt his form and cause damage as normal.
Teleportation: Wutzek can relocate himself or anything else to anywhere or anywhen in the galaxy,
he needs to make a successful Knowledge test with a difficulty dependent on how well he knows the
place he is going to teleport to. Failure may lead to just a failure, complete annihilation, or simply
misplacement in time or space.
Matter Manipulation: Wutzek can perceive the bonds between atoms and manipulate and
metamorphose matter at will, including disintegrating those bonds and evaporating a target. To do this he
must make a resisted Perception test against the strength of the object (including modifiers for scale.
Containment: Wutzek can be contained within an energy cage similar to those used to capture and
contain Jedi and resist their powers.
Move: 250 (atmospheric), 6 (space speed)
Size: Incorporeal, although can manifest between 3m and 500m in size
Description: Wutzek was a Force-sensitive demon, the last of his kind. He was imprisoned for many
centuries by an evil cult called the Five. The Five used an Angle Trap Cage to create a dimensional
paradox that Wutzek could not escape. Centuries later, sometime after the Battle of Yavin, Chewbacca,
changed the alignment of the Angle Trap Cage, allowing Wutzek to escape. Once Freed, Wutzek
destroyed and devoured the cult. After his victory he pondered the fate of the heroes who freed him. As
an act of gratitude for ending his centuries of incarceration, mockery, and abuse at the hands of the Five,
Wutzek allowed Chewbacca, Han Solo, and Leia Organa to go free. The liberated Wutzek, then burst

free of the Five's warship, destroying it, and was now free to roam about in Imperial-controlled space
unchecked.
Biology and appearance
Wutzek was of a non-corporal, energy-based alien species. Its body produced a shifting, swirling,
pulsating, and shimmering array of bluish-white light. Wutzek was capable of telepathy having shown its
history to Chewbacca through vivid mental imagery. When not communicating, the being emitted a faint
crackling sound when encountered in atmosphere. After disintegrating the bodies of the members of the
Five Wutzek claimed to have also absorbed their souls. Unharmed by the destruction of the Five's
warship, Wutzek survived easily in the vacuum of space. Once freed of the confines of the Five's
warship, he expanded to a size larger than the fleeing Millennium Falcon.
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